4‐9‐20 Master Rally – Week 3
If you're having problems following these Facebook classes, they are also posted on my web page
here: http://www.k9rally.com/.
Please view the following link for more information about these classes. http://www.k9rally.com/index.htm
.
Here is a link to current sign descriptions. http://www.k9rally.com/…/FlipSigns%20‐%202020Jan%20‐%20Desc…
.
SPECIAL CORONAVIRUS RALLY MASTER CLASS WEEK 3 – 4‐9‐20.
This weeks Master Course: http://www.k9rally.com/Documents/2020Apr9‐Master3‐CB1.pdf
.
New Master Signs: 301, 305, 313, 315, 316
.
Tips:
301. HALT ‐ Recall over Jump ‐ Finish ‐ Right Turn ‐ Forward – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZJ2oZvg6uA
This is another Master jump. Team halts at the sign that is at least 8 ft. before the jump. Dog remains at the sign while handler
walks to other side of jump. Handler calls dog over the jump. Dog will sit in front. Dog will finish in either direction as handler
moves forward in new direction. There is no sit on the finish.
.
305. Call Front ‐ Move 2 Side Steps Left ‐ Finish Forward – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=‐Kmeos7EjU0
After calling dog to front, Handler takes two side steps to the left, and dog will move with handler and sit in front on the 2nd
side step. If dog tends to scoot across, it is not considered an IP, according to the Judge’s Seminar in Northern Calif. In January
2019. This is a Finish Forward where handler heels forward as dog clears handler’s path.
.
313. Dog Spins Left ‐ Forward – AKC Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q‐8Yg6qOMQk
Handler will be pausing while dog spins a counter clockwise circle on handler’s left side, then continue forward. Dog cannot sit
during the spin. It’s an IP if they do.
.
315. Double Left About Turn ‐ Right Turn – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZJ2oZvg6uA
This is performed the same as #316 except there is a right turn at the end. Make sure to keep your balance after the 2nd left
about turn before turning right.
.
316. Double Left About Turn ‐ Left Turn – AKC Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeEUdhLW_hw
You are actually performing two Left about turns (#29) with 2‐3 steps in between them. Then make a left turn after the 2nd
left about turn being careful not to lose your balance. Make sure you are stable before making that left turn.
.
HAVE FUN and Enjoy!
Hope you are all managing well during our Sheltering!
Feel free to post or message me to discuss these courses. I'd be happy to watch a video to give you feedback.
Bea

